
Notes Board Meeting 2016/11/13
Participants: Lasse, Robert, Chunxia, Nicky, Aruna, Joyce Absent: Kaihong, Johan 
Time: 14:00 - 16:00 
Theme: From good to better 

Opening
Lasse suggested that each person present (max 10 mins) report in terms of 
Good / Not so good / How I will become better but Chunxia brought up that we needed to 
know about this structure ahead of time (for next time). 

VP Educational (Robert)
- Toastmaster has usually taken initiative in assigning most of roles at meetings 
- Other people in club have been suggesting Educational Talks of their own initiative

Educational Talks
- We agreed to move Educational Talks to later in the program, just before the break. 
- Joyce thought the educational talks are a bit long, but according to the TM manual 

they are supposed to be about 15 minutes.  
- How often should we have Educational Talks? Chunxia brought up that people can 

request / ask for topics. We should not force people to give Educational Talks 

TM Meetings length 
- We agree to limit meetings to maximum 5 speeches including Educational Speeches
- We will aim to limit meetings to 2 hours long
- How to limit speech time? When Red Card is shown, the speaker has 1 minute to 

conclude their speech. Aruna suggested we should have an Educational Talk about 
how to keep timing, how to conclude speeches.  

- We agree to keep a full 15 min break, not reducing the break even if there are a lot of 
speakers.

VP Membership (Chunxia)
- Update on Xmas party. Relaxed, no prepared speeches. Theme: Bring us together 
- Mentorship: seems to be going well

Evaluators & speakers relationship: how to improve? 
- The structure today is rather formal. Spontaneous networked evaluations seem to be 

successful and positive. 
- We could try experimenting with different evaluation tasks / styles eg. discussions 

about the ideas presented by the speaker, sending the evaluation next day by email.

- Better information distribution to members: discussions from board meetings should be 
presented at TM meetings (in pair - 2 persons) 

- At next TM meeting Robert & Lasse will present board meeting notes 
(regarding timing instructions, Toastmaster should bring fika)



VP PR (Nicky)
- 30 members in meetup. Why do people come only once and not return? 
- Joyce can help Nicky in the new PR group with managing social media Meetup group 

(perhaps ask Art or Li if they can also support) 
- Aruna suggested “First day questionnaire” to get followup feedback from guests
- Lasse suggested more focus about “Linköping Toastmaster” rather than TMI - and 

collaboration with web group
- Aruna suggested holding a special event/workshop e.g. “how to hold a speech”. Chunxia 

mentioned TM had attracted members through an organized workshop at union  
- Lasse suggested Bring a friend event in March, suggested Nicky and Joyce to organize. 

Treasurer (Aruna)
- saldo 4563,03 kr 
- 15 total members (10 renewed, 5 new)  
- Chunxia proposed raising member fee to 425kr (cost we pay to TMI is 396 kr, members 

currently pay 400 kr) in order to avoid creating shortfall in budget. Aruna to present 
detailed financial forecast in February. 

Secretary (Joyce)
- new to role 
- want to know everyone’s goals in TM to get a better picture of how the club should be run. 

Joyce will run a longer Table Topics to ask members about their goals in TM.

Sergeant of Arms (Lasse present on behalf of Kaihong) 
- booked Sensus venue for spring, has requested a bigger room 
- sent registration list (personnummer) of all members to Sensus 

Web management group (Robert & Aruna)
- We will publish all Educational Talks material (powerpoint presentations) on the public 

website. Send material to Robert for publishing.
- Will create a list of actions, goals to take website to next level to present at next board 

meeting February 15, 2017
- All members will be able to put summaries of meetings on website (make posts). 
- Aruna suggested - can we build traffic to website, for example posting link on FB to 

website blog posts (create interesting content / blog posts, beyond formal club activities) 

President (Lasse)
- Mentorship program has been working great 
- new platform: website 
- Chunxia suggested making a link from easyspeak to Linköping Toastmaster website
- Lasse appointed Nicky as co-administrator to FB page 

Officer training Saturday January 28? (Gothenburg or Borås) 

Next board meeting: 
Wednesday Feb 15 after the TM meeting, so that other members can attend as guests. 
(max 1 hour) Theme: “How are we doing?


